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Good afternoon. My name is Katarina Živec, and I am from Slovenia, a small European country of 2 million people. Following Slovenia’s accession to the EU, the adoption of the Euro and removal of border checkpoints still some of the most significant memories of my childhood. It inspired much of my interest in how states interact in fulfillment of national, democratically and less democratically supported objectives. During the past 10 months, I specifically investigated patterns of international contact involving energy politics in my thesis Veins of Influence: Revising the impact of energy politics on inter-state relations.
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The age we live in has been deemed the era of ‘hydrocarbon man;’ a time when the modern way of life depends immensely upon our access to energy resources. It is projected that the world will need additional 25% of energy by 2040 to allow for future improvement of global living standards. To meet the ever-growing demand, international trade in oil is expected to double, and trade in natural gas to triple in the next decade. As a result, international interactions in pursuit of energy will inevitably intensify. The phrase “mixing oil and politics” is used to describe state’s energy politics – the confluence of international politics with the production, transport, and supply of energy resources across national borders. While the importance of energy in foreign policy is broadly recognized, little knowledge of the relationship between energy politics and inter-state relations exists that transcends the significance of energy solely for state power and security. Furthermore, while energy politics is most commonly perceived as a reflection of existing patterns of international relations, I am interested in how energy politics impacts inter-state relations. Specifically, I ask in what ways and to what extent did the South Stream pipeline project impact foreign policy orientations of transit countries? The South Stream pipeline was intended to deliver Russian natural gas to the European Union through the Black Sea, and the Balkans, including Serbia and Slovenia. It was proposed in 2007, and involved 9 European countries, yet, it was unilaterally cancelled by Russia in 2014 after intense EU opposition.





ENERGY POLITICS:  EXISTING APPROACHES AND 

THE GAP IN KNOWLEDGE

Frequency of “spheres of influence” in texts (1700-2008)
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Existing approaches to the study of energy politics are geopolitics, geoeconomics and dependency theory. Geopolitics—the most widespread approach—is archaic and perceives energy politics chiefly in terms of national security and international competition for energy resources. Geoeconomics—the most influential approach—while illuminating the importance of contemporary economic strategies, lacks an understanding of its origins and relation to geopolitics, as well as overemphasized relations of dependence. Dependency theory is often integrated within geopolitics and geoeconomics to describe how power imbalances fuel dependency relations but focuses largely on trade. These approaches interact with one another along non-standardized lines, each borrowing terminology and theoretical fragments with little discretion. They, for example, refer in ambiguous terms to concepts such as hegemon, power, and core and periphery. Furthermore, all three bodies of literature refer to spheres of influence without a common definition. The concept has persisted in scholarly and political discourse for centuries, as depicted by the n-gram for the frequency of the phrase ‘sphere of influence’ in texts between 1700-2008. After a post-Cold War decline, referenced to spheres of influence reemerged after Russian annexation of Crimea in 2014 in statements by leading politicians such as Angela Merkel, as well as academia. To amend for the deficiencies of existing approaches to energy politics, I developed a Framework of Spheres of Influence that extracts useful elements of existing paradigms and supplements them with contemporary theories on international order. I define a sphere of influence as a determinate geographic region within which a single external power called the influencer state exerts predominant influence and limits the independence or freedom of action of political entities within it—influenced states.



THE ARGUMENT
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In examining the impact of energy politics on inter-state relations, I argue that energy politics is used as one of the multiple foreign policy instruments of an influencer state aiming to enhance its position in the international arena by forging a sphere of influence. The creation of a sphere of influence allows an influencer state to accumulate power by providing control over resources and behavior of influenced states. By attaining control over the behavior of influenced states, an influencer state impacts their foreign policy orientation to reflect its own interests.



RESEARCH DESIGN

METHODS:
 Controlled Comparison

 Congruence Procedure

CASES:  transit countries 

 Serbia and Slovenia

 Similar background characteristics

 Different foreign policy orientation

 Timeframe: 2006-2015

 2007 – announcement of pipeline

 2014 – cancellation 

SOURCES:
 Gov't stats, reports, documents, archives

 National newspapers 

 UN Comtrade, IEA, Eurostat
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Just the blcoksWhy transit countries – why those two specific ones?



OPERATIONALIZATION OF VARIABLES

Announcement (2007) Cancellation (2014)

2008 20092006 2015
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SERBIA:

PRESENCE
of a SPHERE OF INFLUENCE

ABSENCE
of a SPHERE OF INFLUENCE

SLOVENIA:

EMPIRICAL FINDINGS: SOI MATTERS

Pre-pipeline Post-agreement Post-cancellation

NEUTRAL      PRO-RUSSIAN          PRO-EUSERBIA

SLOVENIA PRO-EU      PRO-EU          PRO-EU



IMPLICATIONS

• Possible adverse affects on inter-state relations

• Rethink foreign policy association

• Cost-efficient strategies

• Temporal limits of energy policy 

• Susceptibility to external influence  national security

PRACTICALCONCEPTUAL

• Comprehensive approach to energy politics (state + 
society)

• (Im)materiality of energy politics

• SOI: 

• explanatory variable today

• new strategic areas
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